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Abstract

Cornelia de Lange syndrome (CdLS; MIM# 122470) is a rare developmental disorder.

Pathogenic variants in 5 genes explain approximately 50% cases, leaving the other

50% unsolved. We performed whole genome sequencing (WGS) ± RNA sequencing

(RNA‐seq) in 5 unsolved trios fulfilling the following criteria: (i) clinical diagnosis of

classic CdLS, (ii) negative gene panel sequencing from blood and saliva‐isolated

DNA, (iii) unaffected parents' DNA samples available and (iv) proband's blood‐

isolated RNA available. A pathogenic de novo mutation (DNM) was observed in a

CdLS differential diagnosis gene in 3/5 patients, namely POU3F3, SPEN, and TAF1. In

the other two, we identified two distinct deep intronic DNM in NIPBL predicted to

create a novel splice site. RT‐PCRs and RNA‐Seq showed aberrant transcripts

leading to the creation of a novel frameshift exon. Our findings suggest the

relevance of WGS in unsolved suspected CdLS cases and that deep intronic variants

may account for a proportion of them.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Cornelia de Lange syndrome (CdLS) is a rare malformative monogenic

syndrome. Five cohesin complex genes have been implicated in CdLS

(NIPBL, SMC1A, SMC3, RAD21, HDCA8) (Deardorff et al., 2007, 2012,

2016; Kline et al., 2018; Krantz et al., 2004; Selicorni et al., 2021;

Tonkin et al., 2004). NIPBL is the major gene as approximately 70% of

suspected CdLS patients with a genetic diagnosis harbor a (likely)

pathogenic variant. The other four genes together account for

approximately 15% of cases, while the remaining 15% of patients

exhibit pathogenic variants in differential diagnosis genes (Kline

et al., 2018). NIPBL, RAD21, SMC3 are inherited in an autosomal

dominant manner whereas HDAC8 and SMC1A are inherited in an X‐

linked manner. All types of variants have been reported, including

truncating variants, missense but also splice variants and larger

deletions. The diagnostic yield is about 50% overall, leaving

approximately 50% patients unsolved (Gillis et al., 2004; Piché

et al., 2019; Selicorni et al., 2007). Heterozygous variants in two

additional genes have been reported more recently in a small number

of patients with either a CdLS diagnosis or CdLS‐like features, namely

MAU2 and BRD4, encoding cohesin complex genes (Alesi et al., 2019;

Jouret et al., 2022; Olley et al., 2018; Parenti et al., 2020).

Patients with CdLS show a clinically recognizable phenotype

characterized by developmental delay (DD) and/or intellectual

disability (ID), growth retardation, microcephaly, limb abnormali-

ties and dysmorphic features (Kline et al., 2018). Due to its specific

phenotype, the genetic strategy in case of a suspicion of CdLS

generally consists in a targeted screening first, by sequencing of a

gene panel, ideally including CdLS genes along with genes

associated with related disorders. Among them, so‐called tran-

scriptomopathies share both pathophysiological and clinical fea-

tures with CdLS, which itself is considered as a transcriptomopathy

and, more precisely, belongs to the group of cohesinopathies.

Indeed, all 5 CdLS‐causing genes encode critical cohesin complex

components involved in chromatin structure maintenance and

transcription regulation, in addition to BRD4 and MAU2. In cases

with CdLS clinical suspicion, the screening of genes associated

with KBG (ANKRD11), Rubinstein Taybi (EP300), and CHOPS

(AFF4) syndromes is also recommended, as they are classically

considered as putative differential diagnoses because of pheno-

typic features overlapping with CdLS.

Since the advent of pangenomic sequencing techniques, it has

become clear that a first or second‐line access to exome

sequencing (ES) or whole genome sequencing (WGS) is associated

with the highest diagnostic yields for developmental disorders

(Wright et al., 2015), because of a huge genetic heterogeneity. For

CdLS, however, gene panel sequencing may still be considered in a

first line, because (i) the phenotype is recognizable in most cases

and (ii) there is a relatively high proportion of mosaic NIPBL

mutations (~23%), which are not detectable in blood and may be

missed by classic 30–40x WGS or 60–120x ES performed from

blood samples (Huisman et al., 2013; Nizon et al., 2016). Thus, it is

important, before proposing ES or WGS for a classic‐CdLS patient,

to sequence DNA isolated from other tissues than blood (e.g.,

saliva or skin) with average depths allowing the identification of

mosaics with 10%–20% allelic ratios (ARs).

In classic‐CdLS patients negatively screened for the known

genes, proposing second‐line WGS appears as a promising

strategy, with four main hypotheses: (i) a differential diagnosis,

i.e., a pathogenic variant in a related disorder or a syndromic

developmental disorder with overlapping phenotypic features (ii) a

pathogenic variant in a novel gene causing CdLS, (iii) a pathogenic

noncoding variant in a known CdLS‐causing genes or (iv) a

structural variant. Although ES may allow the assessment of the

first two hypotheses, WGS offers the opportunity to identify

noncoding variants as well as structural variants beyond copy

number variants (CNV), and increased sensitivity for CNV detec-

tion (Hehir‐Kwa et al., 2015). The contribution of deleterious

variants in noncoding regions in rare diseases is of recent

discovery and remains little explored. Disease‐causing variants

can occur in all regions outside the coding region, including

promoters or enhancers (Cassinari et al., 2020; Shen et al., 2021;

Zuin et al., 2017), 5′‐untranslated regions (UTRs) (Borck et al., 2006;

Labrouche‐Colomer et al., 2020; Wright et al., 2021), 3′‐UTRs

(Dusl et al., 2015), intronic, near‐splice regions and deep intronic

regions. Some of the latter variants can create neo‐exons and

destabilize the protein and/or lead to a frameshift (Kim et al., 2020).

In CdLS, a few examples of noncoding pathogenic variants have

been reported, including four 5′‐UTR variants—one altering RNA

stability and three predicted to create upstream open reading

frames (Borck et al., 2006; Selicorni et al., 2007; Coursimault

et al., 2022). WGS also offers the opportunity to study structural

variants, allowing for example the identification of complex

rearrangement disrupting NIPBL (Plesser Duvdevani et al., 2020).

Overall, it appears that WGS remains scarcely used in CdLS and

could contribute to more diagnoses.

In addition to WGS, RNA‐seq allows a genome‐wide view of

transcripts from the studied tissue that could be well complementary

to WGS. Differences in messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) relative

expression as well as splicing defects and aberrant transcripts can

thus be detected. However, the input of RNA‐seq in diagnostic

procedures remains of rather recent assessment (Cummings

et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2020; Rentas et al., 2020; Saeidian

et al., 2020).
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By trio‐based WGS, we assessed 5 patients with a clinical

diagnosis of classic‐CdLS, following negative gene panel sequencing.

We performed RNA‐seq in two of them, following the identification

of strong candidate variants in deep intronic regions. Overall, we

managed to identify the likely cause of the syndromic developmental

disorder in all five patients.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Patients enrollment

In this study, we considered probands referred to the Rouen

University Hospital molecular genetics department for gene panel

sequencing in the context of a clinical suspicion of CdLS, among

patients without a (likely) pathogenic variant. The genetics laboratory

of the Rouen University Hospital proposes gene panel sequencing

with a national multicentric recruitment in France. Medical charts of

all patients referred to our centre with a clinical suspicion of CdLS are

assessed by an expert clinician and diagnoses are subsequently

classified as classical or nonclassical phenotypes before the genetic

molecular analysis according to Kline et al. criteria (Kline et al., 2018).

Gene panel sequencing targets the coding sequence of all 5 CdLS

genes and 17 differential diagnosis genes (ESCO2, CREBBP, EP300,

ANKRD11, AFF4, KMT2A, TAF6, SRCAP, ARID1A, ARID1B, SMARCB1,

SMARCA4, SMARCE1, SMARCA2, SOX11, PHF6, SETD5) following

custom Agilent QXT capture and Illumina MiSeq sequencing with a

approximately 700x average depth of coverage. Patients DNAs are

isolated either from blood or from saliva, and sequencing is

performed from either or both tissues. RNA sample is not usually

required as RNA studies are not part of first‐line routine diagnostics.

Data are processed following standard procedures for single

nucleotide variants (SNVs) and indels, and copy number variants

are called using a CANOES‐based workflow (Quenez et al., 2021).

In September 2020, among 184 patients referred for a CdLS

diagnosis suspicion, the overall diagnostic yield was about 45%. To

identify the molecular defects underlying CdLS in patients negatively

screened by the above‐mentioned procedures, we performed trio‐

based WGS in patients fulfilling the following restrictive criteria: (i) a

typical (or classic) CdLS diagnosis after clinical expertise, (ii) a

negative family history, (iii) absence of known molecular cause after

analysis of our gene panel, performed from blood and saliva samples

with a high sequencing depth (~700x) as described above, (iv)

unaffected parents, with blood/DNA samples available in sufficient

quantity and quality, (v) RNA of index cases available (blood sample

on Paxgene tube), for possible further investigation. All patients gave

informed written consent for genetic analyses. From an initial list of

102 CdLS patients without a coding pathogenic variant, 10 patients

presented with a diagnosis of sporadic typical CdLS after exclusion of

fetuses, and 5 patients fulfilled the above‐mentioned criteria. Some

other patients were lost to follow‐up, while it was not possible to get

DNA samples from parents or a saliva sample for the proband (when

initial screening was based on blood), or an RNA sample for the other

patients.

2.2 | WGS and variant detection

Whole‐genome sequencing was performed by the Centre National de

Recherche en Génomique Humaine (CNRGH, Institut de Biologie

François Jacob, CEA, Evry, France). After a complete quality control,

genomic DNA (1 µg) was used to prepare a library for WGS, using the

Illumina TruSeq DNA PCR‐Free Library Preparation Kit (Illumina Inc.),

according to the manufacturer's instructions. After quality control

and normalization, qualified libraries were sequenced on a NovaSeq

6000 platform from Illumina (Illumina Inc.), as paired‐end 150 bp

reads. Samples were pooled on a NovaSeq 6000 S4 flowcell to target

a minimal average sequencing depth of 30x.

Sequence quality parameters were assessed throughout the

sequencing run and FASTQ file were generated for each sample.

FastQ sequences were aligned on human genome hg19 using the

BWA‐mem program (v0.7.17). The GATK tools (v4.0.6.0) were then

used for the postprocessing of the bam files (BQSR and deduplica-

tion). SNVs and short insertions and deletions (indels) were called

using the GATK HaplotypeCaller tool and annotated using SNPEff

and SNPSift. Structural variant analysis was performed using

CANVAS (v.1.39.0) (Roller et al., 2016) and MANTA (v.1.6.0) (Chen

et al., 2016) for detection of CNVs, translocations, insertions,

inversions. Mobile element insertions were detected using MELT

(v.2.1.5) (Gardner et al., 2017). All SVs variants detected by CANVAS,

MANTA and MELT were then annotated using AnnotSV (v2.2)

(Geoffroy et al., 2018). Candidate variants were confirmed by Sanger

sequencing in all probands and their parents.

To accurately detect de novo SNVs and indels (de novo mutations

[DNM]) in each proband, we applied complementary methods and

filtration steps. We used Deepvariant with WGS model to call SNVs

and indels in probands and both parents (Poplin et al., 2018).

Individual GVCF were merged via glnexus with DeepVariantWGS

preset to produce a multisample VCF. De novo candidates were

obtained after filtration on GT (genotype), DP (depth), GQ (genotype

quality) and VAF (variant allele fraction) fields. Filters used to call de

novo candidates from multi sample VCF (5 trios) were: Ref genotype

in parents, DP >10 and GQ >29 in proband and both parents, VAF

>0.3 in proband, VAF(proband)/VAF(parents) >4, and VAF(proband)/

VAF(controls) >5. For a given proband, controls corresponded to the

four other probands and their parents (12 individuals). De novo

candidate variants were manually reviewed via a custom Integrative

Genomics Viewer (IGV)‐based filtration interface (https://github.

com/francois-lecoquierre/genomic_shortcuts/). As a quality control

and to detect potential outliers regarding the count of de novo

variants, and because the paternal age at conception is the main

determinant of this biological phenotype (Jónsson et al., 2017), we

plotted the number of de novo variants in each proband against

paternal age at conception.
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2.3 | Noncoding variants annotation

Variations in the 5′‐UTR regions were annotated with the 5utr ['suter']

tool, allowing the search for uORF creations (https://github.com/

leklab/5utr). Splicing was assessed using the SpliceAI tool which is a

deep neural network that predicts splice junctions from a pre‐mRNA

transcript sequence (Jaganathan et al., 2019) (lastly assessed, june

2021). MaxEntScan, NNSPLICE, GeneSplicer and SpliceSiteFinder‐like,

as provided in the Alamut Visual software, were used to predict

whether selected variants affected splice sites (Pertea et al., 2001;

Reese et al., 1997; Yeo & Burge, 2004; Zhang, 1998).

2.4 | Detection of candidate disease‐causing
variants

WGS was conducted on trios composed of the affected child and

both unaffected parents. Coding regions were analyzed first. Variants

were selected under several filtering scenarios and were interpreted

according to ACMG‐AMP recommendations (Richards et al., 2015).

We analyzed variants regarding the following filtration scenarios (i) de

novo variants, (ii) variants present and/or pathogenic in patient‐

derived databases (Clinvar, Denovo‐db) (lastly assessed, june 2021),

(iii) variants that are very rare in the general population (minor allele

frequency <0.001) segregating according to autosomal recessive or

X‐linked inheritance (Karczewski et al., 2020). Remaining gene

variants underwent further prioritization and manual interpretation.

Secondarily, the noncoding variants were analyzed by focusing on de

novo candidate variants in introns and 5′‐UTR/3′‐UTR regions and

then extended the analysis to other inheritance hypotheses.

For structural variants, we filtered out those with more than one

occurrence in the Database of Genomic Variant gold standard

(MacDonald et al., 2014) or gnomAD‐SV database (Collins et al., 2020)

(both assessed in May, 2021).

2.5 | RNA‐seq

Total RNAs from whole blood were extracted with PAXgene blood

RNA kit according to the manufacturer's recommendations (Qiagen

PreAnalytiX GmbH) and stored at −80°C until use. The quality and

quantity of RNA were assessed using the 4200 TapeStation (Agilent

Technologies) and the Qubit 3.0 device (Thermo Scientific). Only

RNA samples with a minimal RNA integrity number of 7 were used

for subsequent experiments. Libraries were prepared using the

NEBNext Ultra II Directional RNA Library Kit for Illumina (New

England Biolabs) kit and High‐throughput sequencing of the libraries

was performed on an Illumina NextSeq 500 (Illumina) using 2*75 bp

sequencing to generate 60M read pairs on average per sample.

Bioinformatics analysis was carried out using nf‐core/RNA‐seq v3.1

analysis pipeline to generate multi quality control report that uses the

STAR v2.6.1d and SALMON v1.4.0 tools for alignment (Ewels

et al., 2020). Visual exploration of the BAM files was performed

with the IGV tool from the Broad Institute.

2.6 | Targeted RNA analyses

Complementary DNA (cDNA) was synthesized from total RNA

(collected as described above), using a high‐capacity cDNA Reverse

transcription kit (Applied Biosystems) with RiboLock RNase inhibitor

(Thermo Fisher scientific) which was further amplified to obtain PCR

products using specific primers. ThermoPrime Taq DNA polymerase

from Thermo scientific was used for PCR amplification. We used the

following respective primers (Figure S1). In the case of patient 4:

specific primers on either side of the suspected aberrant exon were

designed (PCR 1: exon 31 forward primer: 5′‐CTCCAACTCCACA

CAATGACA‐3′ and exon 34 reverse primer: 5′‐ GCTGGGGTC

TTATTTTGCTGA‐3′). Primers were also picked within the aberrant

exon (PCR 2: exon 31 forward primer: 5′‐CTCCAACTCCACA

CAATGACA‐3′ and exon 32 reverse primer 5′‐TTGGGAGGCTGA

GGAAAGAG‐3′); PCR 3: exon 32 forward primer 5′‐TCTTTCCTCAG

CCTCCCAAG‐3′ and exon 34 reverse primer 5′‐GCTGGGGTCT

TATTTTGCTGA‐3′). In the case of patient 5: specific primers on

either side of the suspected aberrant exon were designed (PCR 1:

exon 7 forward primer: 5′‐AGACATGGTTCAAGTGAGGACT‐3′ and

exon 9 reverse primer: 5′‐ACATTGCCGCTTTCTCACTC‐3′). Primers

were also picked within the aberrant exon (PCR 2: exon 7 forward

primer: 5′‐AGACATGGTTCAAGTGAGGACT‐3′ and exon 8 reverse

primer 5′‐TGTGGTCTTCTCTTTCTCCCT‐3′; PCR 3: exon 8 forward

primer 5′‐AGGGAGAAAGAGAAGACCACA‐3′ and exon 9 reverse

primer 5′‐ ACATTGCCGCTTTCTCACTC‐3′). PCR products were

ultimately separated on a 2.5% agarose gel and validated by Sanger

sequencing.

3 | RESULTS

We included five patients with a clinical diagnosis of classic CdLS

assessed by a clinical expert, and negative panel sequencing performed

on DNA isolated from both blood and saliva. In addition, three of them

also had negative gene panel sequencing from a bulk skin biopsy

sample. We performed trio‐based WGS on DNA isolated from blood.

Patients were aged from 5 to 18 years. Summary phenotypic data are

presented in Table 1 and further described below.

The average depth of coverage was of 44x. SNVs, short

insertions and deletions (indels) as well as structural variants were

analyzed with a focus on known Mendelian genes (all inheritance

patterns, OMIM database and home‐made curated extension) and at

the genome‐wide level for de novo mutations.

We identified a likely pathogenic/pathogenic (LP/P) variant in all

five patients. All were de novo heterozygous SNV or indels. Three

patients exhibited a de novo LP/P coding variant in a gene causing

another developmental syndrome, namely TAF1, SPEN, and POU3F3

COURSIMAULT ET AL. | 1885
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(Figure S2), while two patients showed a de novo deep intronic NIPBL

variant predicted to create a frameshift neo‐exon and thus resulting

in a likely loss of function. We further confirmed the consequences of

intronic NIPBL DNM by targeted RNA analyses and RNA‐seq.

3.1 | Patient 1. Chr1(GRCh37):g.16257080G>T;
NM_015001.2(SPEN):c.4345G>T, p.(Glu1449*)

3.1.1 | Clinical summary

Patient 1 is an 18‐year‐old girl with mild‐to‐moderate ID. She was

born prematurely at 26 weeks of gestation in the context of maternal

fever with a weight of 675 g (19.37th percentile), a length of 31 cm

(12.37th percentile) and an OFC of 22.5 cm (17.91th percentile). She

benefited from surgical treatment of aortic coarctation. Sucking,

swallowing and digestive outcome after the neonatal period were

normal. She exhibited growth retardation. At 5½ years, she weighed

12.8 kg (−2.9 SD) for a height of 99 cm (−2.5 SD). At the age of 12½

years upon last visit, height was 144 cm (−1.1 SD), weight 36 kg (−1

SD), body mass index (BMI) 17.4, even though she underwent

growth hormone treatment between 3 and 9 years of age. She

presented microcephaly (51 cm; −4 SD). She also had global delay.

Brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) showed leukomalacia. She

presented a pyramidal syndrome, sharp and polykinetic reflexes, and

spasticity. She underwent surgery for severe hip dysplasia and

multiple tenotomies associated with botulinum toxin injections. At

last visit, she could walk with walker assistance because of

hypertonia of extremities. There was hypotonia of the oral sphere

with difficulties of elocution, mastication and drooling. She had been

treated by physiotherapy and speech therapy. She was in a regular

school in a class adapted for children with special needs. She showed

brachymetacarpus of the 1st ray and had typical CdLS dysmorphism

with ptosis, strabismus, blepharophimosis, arched eyebrows, short

nose with anteverted nostrils, thin upper lip, flat and prominent

philtrum and downturned corners of the mouth (Figure 1). Hearing

was normal. We also noted the presence of stretch marks with thin

skin. Kline consensus clinical score was 14. CdLS gene panel

sequencing was negative on blood, saliva and skin biopsy.

3.1.2 | WGS analysis

Interpretation of coding variants from the WGS data revealed three

heterozygous DNM in the SPEN gene: a heterozygous (AR = 42.6%)

truncating variant (NM_015001.2:c.4345G>T; p.(Glu1449*), ClinVar

submission SUB10575763), a synonymous variant (c.3642C>T,

p.(Pro1214Pro), AR = 45%), and a missense variant (c.3656C>T,

p.(Thr1219Ile), AR = 41.3%). The truncating variant was prioritized.

This variant is absent from the gnomAD database. The probability of

loss‐of‐function intolerance (pLI) of this gene is 1 in the gnomAD

browser. SPEN is reported to be enriched in de novo and truncating

F IGURE 1 Clinical photographs of 3 individuals with clinically suspected CdLS. (a) Patient 1, front view at 1 and 11 years of age and
photograph of her right hand with brachymetacarpus of the 1st ray; (b) Patient 2, front and lateral view at 2 years of age; (c) Patient 4, frontal
view at the age of 5 years and photograph of the left foot
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variants in patients with a developmental disorder (Radio et al., 2021;

Wang et al., 2020). It encodes a transcriptional repressor with a major

role in the initiation of X‐chromosome inactivation (Dossin

et al., 2020). Pathogenic SPEN variants have been very recently

associated with a neurodevelopmental disease in two clinical cohorts

(MIM# 619312) (Radio et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2020). The patient's

phenotype appeared to be consistent with the descriptions in the

literature: DD, ID, hypotonia, abnormal pyramidal signs, central

nervous system (CNS) abnormalities, cardiac malformation, ophthal-

mologic involvement, and dysmorphism. Taken together, the

c.4345G>T; p.(Glu1449*) SPEN variant was classified as pathogenic

(Class 5) according to the ACMG‐AMP guidelines (Richards

et al., 2015). This allowed us to revise the diagnosis and to conclude

to a neurodevelopmental disease linked to the haploinsufficiency of

the SPEN gene in this patient. The role of the other two SPEN variants

remains unclear. BAM files showed that they occurred on the same

allele, but it was not possible to phase them with the truncating

variant. The synonymous variant is not predicted to affect splicing.

The missense variant was predicted deleterious by 10/18 bio-

informatics software as assessed on the Varsome website in June

2021. They both remain of unknown significance. Of note, no other

candidate variant was prioritized among SNV/indels and structural

variants.

3.2 | Patient 2. Chr2(GRCh37): g.105473052C>A;
NM_006236.3(POU3F3):c.1084C>A, p.(Arg362Ser)

3.2.1 | Clinical summary

Patient 2 is 5‐year‐old girl who was born at 38 weeks of gestation.

Birth length (44.5 cm; 2.24th percentile) and head circumference

(31.5 cm; 5th percentile) were in the lower range, and her weight was

2560 g (11.56th percentile). Her development was delayed and

associated to global hypotonia. She sat at 12 months and still did not

walk at 4 years of age upon last visit. She had neither gastro-

esophageal reflux disease (GERD) in infancy nor eating disorder. She

showed growth retardation and microcephaly (87 cm, −3.5 SD). She

had no language at the age of 4. The malformative assessment was

normal. She had no limb abnormalities. Dysmorphic features included

hirsutism, a low frontal hairline, arched eyebrows with synophris, long

eyelashes, short nose with anteverted nares, flat and prominent

philtrum, downturned corners of the mouth and cupped ears

(Figure 1). Kline consensus clinical score was 13. CdLS gene panel

sequencing was negative on blood and saliva.

3.2.2 | WGS analysis

Interpretation of coding variants from the WGS data revealed

a heterozygous missense DNM in the POU3F3 gene

(NM_006236.3:c.1084C>A; p.(Arg362Ser), AR = 53%) (ClinVar

Submission SUB10575785), a gene associated with Snijders

Blok‐Fisher syndrome (MIM# 618604). The variant is absent from

the gnomAD database and is predicted to be deleterious by 19/22

bioinformatics tools as assessed on the Varsome website in June

2021. The mutation was not previously reported in the ClinVar

database but two other patients harbored distinct missense

substitutions at the same codon c.1085G>T; p.(Arg362Leu)

(Snijders Blok et al., 2019). This variant is located in one of the

two known functional domains of POU3F3: the POU‐specific

(POU‐S) domain where a clustering of missense variants has been

reported. POU3F3 encodes a transcription factor belonging to the

POU family. It is involved in the regulation of many key processes

in CNS development, including cortical neuron migration, specifi-

cation and production of upper layers and neurogenesis. Consist-

ent with the previous studies, Patient 2 also had hypotonia, DD,

ID, morphological features with atypical cup ears, smooth philtrum,

and open gendarme hat mouth. Taken together, the c.1084C>A;

p.(Arg362Ser) POU3F3 variant was classified as pathogenic (Class

5) according to the ACMG‐AMP guidelines (Richards et al., 2015).

The identification of this variant allowed us to make a diagnosis of

Snijders Blok‐Fisher syndrome in this patient, which also led to a

differential diagnosis of CdLS. Of note, no other candidate variant

was prioritized among SNV/indels and structural variants.

3.3 | Patient 3. ChrX(GRCh37):g.70644083A>G;
NM_004606.5(TAF1):c.4748A>G, p.(Tyr1583Cys)

3.3.1 | Clinical summary

Patient 3 is a 5‐year‐old boy who was born at 35 weeks and 6 days of

gestation with congenital torticollis. Pregnancy was marked by IUGR

with hyperechogenic small intestine. Prenatal array CGH and CFTR

gene screening revealed no abnormalities. Birth measurements were

as follows: weight 1290 g (<1st percentile), length 38 cm (<1st

percentile) and OFC 28 cm (<1st percentile). At the age of 20 months,

his weight was 9.1 kg (1st percentile), his height was 77 cm (−2.5 SD)

and his OFC was 43 cm (−4.5 SD). He showed global delay,

clumsiness and hearing loss. He had a horseshoe‐shaped kidney.

Cardiac ultrasound was normal. He exhibited a shawl scrotum. He

showed brachymetacarpia of the 1st ray of the feet and also wide

thumbs. At the last examination at the age of 4 years 1 month, his

weight was 12.6kg (BMI 0.4 SD) and his height 87.5 cm (−3.65 SD).

OFC was 45 cm (−4.95 SD). He just started to sit unaided, tried to

stand, and to walk with a walker. He could say only 3 words (mum,

dad, dog) even with hearing aid. Gastroesophageal reflux remained a

problem as well as constipation. He presented difficulties to eat solid

food. Brain MRI at the age of 23 months showed microcephaly with

suboptimal white matter myelination, a small corpus callosum and

small basal ganglia as well as some degree of simplification of the

cortical gyration and passive ventriculomegaly. Dysmorphic features

associated plagiocephaly, arched eyebrows with synophris, long

eyelashes, short nose with anteverted nares, prominent philtrum, thin

upper lip with downturned corners of the mouth and large ears. He
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had an achromic and a café‐au‐lait spot. Kline consensus clinical

score was 13. CdlS gene panel sequencing was negative on blood and

saliva.

3.3.2 | WGS analysis

Interpretation of coding variants from the WGS data revealed

a heterozygous NM_004606.4:c.4748A>G;p.(Tyr1583Cys) (AR =

100%) DNM in the TAF1 gene (ClinVar Submission SUB10575808).

This variant is absent from the gnomAD database and predicted to

be deleterious by 16/18 bioinformatics software as assessed on

the Varsome website in June 2021. Many TAF1 missense variants

have been reported to cause an X‐linked neurodevelopmental

disease (MIM# 300966) (Cheng et al., 2020; Hurst et al., 2018;

O'Rawe et al., 2015). More than 30 families, including both male and

female patients, have been described. Of them, two patients had

been given first a clinical diagnosis of CdLS (Cheng et al., 2020). The

phenotype associated with this disease seems to be compatible with

the phenotype of Patient 3 including hypotonia, DD predominantly in

language, ID, autism spectrum disorders, clumsiness, IUGR, postnatal

growth retardation, feeding difficulties, microcephaly, as well as

dysmorphic features.

A population‐scale study ranked TAF1 53rd among the top 1003

constrained human genes (Samocha et al., 2014) with a maximal pLI

(pLI = 1 in gnomAD). TAF1 has recently been reported as a

neurodevelopmental gene enriched in de novo variations (Martin

et al., 2021). This highly conserved gene plays a major role in the

establishment of protein complexes associated with RNA Pol 2

transcription. Missense variants, distributed all along the gene, have

been exclusively identified in this disease, suggesting a loss‐of‐

function mechanism for these missense variants. Based on standards

and guidelines by the ACMG‐AMP, the variant was classified as likely

pathogenic (Class 4). We concluded that Patient's 3 disease was likely

attributable to this de novo missense c.4748A>G;p.(Tyr1583Cys)

variant of the TAF1 gene, again leading to a differential diagnosis of

CdLS. Of note, no other candidate variant was prioritized among

SNV/indels and structural variants.

3.4 | Patient 4. NC_000005.9:g.37031001C>T,
c.5862+3487C>T NIPBL variant

3.4.1 | Clinical summary

Patient 4 is a 15‐year‐old girl with ID, anxiety and obsessive‐

compulsive disorder. She benefited from a prenatal karyotype

because of nuchal translucency showing a normal 46,XX results.

She was born at 36 weeks of gestation. Birth parameters were 2770 g

(27th percentile) for weight and 48 cm for height (43rd percentile),

suggesting neonatal hypotrophy. OFC was 32 cm (10th percentile).

Early motor milestones were delayed: she sat at 12 months and

walked first unaided at 28 months. Currently at the age of 15 years,

she has no oral language, she communicates poorly with sign

language. She shows growth delay with a weight of 35 kg (−2.4 SD)

and height of 143 cm (−3.2 SD) and presents severe microcephaly

(49.5 cm, −4.2 SD). In addition, she has limb abnormalities, with

clinodactyly of the 5th fingers, brachymetacarpia of the 1st ray and

III–V brachymetatarsia (Figure 1). Cardiac and abdominal ultrasound

were normal. She has no hearing loss. She has dysmorphic features

including a low frontal hairline, arched eyebrows, long and prominent

philtrum, downturned corners of the mouth, thin upper lip. Kline

consensus clinical score was 14. CdLS gene panels sequencing was

negative on blood, saliva and skin biopsy. Screening for MECP2,

FOXG1 and array CGH were normal.

3.4.2 | WGS analysis

Neither any candidate single nucleotide/indel variant, nor any

candidate structural variant was identified following the analysis

of coding regions. Analysis of the noncoding DNMs highlighted

a heterozygous deep intronic DNM in the NIPBL gene

(NM_133433.3:c.5862+3487C>T, intron 32, AR = 51.4%) (ClinVar

Submission SUB10575836). This variant is absent from the gnomAD

database. The variant is predicted to affect splicing by creating a novel

splice donor site according to MaxEntScan, NNSPLICE, GeneSplicer

and SpliceSiteFinder‐like (Figure 2). The SpliceAI tool predicted a

donor gain with a Δ score of 0.19 (Δ scores range from 0 to 1 and a

detailed characterization is provided for 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 cutoffs). In the

vicinity of this variant, several putative cryptic acceptor sites are also

predicted in both wild‐type and mutant contexts, of which at least one

could be used, putatively leading to the creation of a novel exon

between natural exons 32 and 33 (Figure 2). We performed RNA‐seq

from proband's whole blood collected in a PAXgene tube. Following

RNA‐seq, inspection of NIPBL alignments showed the presence of

abnormal splice products mapping to intron 32 at the expected

positions, showing the inclusion of the predicted 118‐bp novel exon

(Figure 2), with aberrant junctions to exon 32 and exon 33,

respectively (chr5: 37,030,882_37,030,999). The inclusion of this

neo‐exon was further confirmed by RT‐PCR and sequencing (Figure 2

and Figure S3.A). This insertion is out of frame and results in a

premature stop codon (r.5862_5863ins118;p.Asn1954fs*50). In RNA‐

seq data, 20 junctions supported the existence of the neo‐exon (14

between exon 32 and the neo‐exon and 6 between neo‐exon and

exon 33), compared to 79 normal exon 32—exon 33 junctions,

suggesting some degradation of neo‐exon‐containing transcripts by

nonsense‐mediated decay (NMD), and/or partial use of the newly

created splicing site. In the coding sequence of NIPBL, one heterozy-

gous common SNV, in exon 10 (rs3822471), was available to assess

allele‐specific expression. The AR was 52% at this position, suggesting

that the inclusion of this neo‐exon is not associated with strong

degradation of transcripts containing this neo‐exon by NMD. Thus, we

conclude that the c.5862+3487C>T variant is associated with a

significant but partial inclusion of a frameshift neo‐exon, leading to a

partial loss‐of‐function allele.
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3.5 | Patient 5. NC_000005.9:g.36975238G>C,
c.869‐640G>C NIPBL variant

3.5.1 | Clinical summary

Patient 5 is a 13‐year‐old boy, born at 37 weeks of gestation after a

pregnancy marked by IUGR and hydramnios. Birth measurements

were abnormal with a weight of 1920 g (<1st percentile), height of

45 cm (5.44th percentile) and OFC of 29 cm (0.04th percentile). He

presented in the perinatal period with eating disorder and GERD,

improved by enteral feeding tube. Hearing was normal. Upon last

visit at 13 years, he showed microcephaly (OFC = 50 cm, −4.5 SD),

presented moderate delay and ADHD. He also had micromelia with

brachymetacarpia of the 1st ray. Cardiac ultrasound revealed an atrial

septal defect. He presented facial dysmorphism including arched

eyebrows with synophris, blepharophimosis, short nose with ante-

verted nares, flat and prominent philtrum, thin upper lip and

micrognatism. Kline consensus clinical score was 13. CdLS gene

panel sequencing was negative on blood, skin biopsy and saliva.

3.5.2 | WGS analysis

Neither any candidate single nucleotide/indel variant, nor any candidate

structural variant was identified following the analysis of coding regions.

Surprisingly, Patient 5 presented 6 distinct intronic DNM in the NIPBL

F IGURE 2 Assessment of de novo deep intronic NIPBL mutation in patient 4. (a) Splicing predictions. According to MaxEntScan, NNSPLICE,
GeneSplicer and SpliceSiteFinder‐like tools available in the Alamut visual software, the variant is predicted to affect splicing by creating a novel
splice‐donor site. The black arrow shows the mutation. The splice acceptor and donor site used are surrounded by a black square. The grey
double arrow symbolizes the new exon potentially synthesized. (b) Schematic representation of the splicing alteration responsible for the
creation of a new aberrant exon between exons 32 and 33. (c) Migration of RT‐PCR products on agarose gel showing the presence of an extra
band in the patient, compared to two controls (CT1 and CT2). This band migrates at approximately 400 bp. (d) Sashimi plots generated following
the alignment of RNA‐seq reads on the Integrated Genome Viewer (IGV) showing abnormal NIPBL splicing in patient 4 relative to a control
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gene (NM_133433.3:c.610+287T>C [AR=0.48%]; c.610+1339G>A

[AR=0.46%]; c.869‐640G>C [AR=0.57%]; c.3121+3010T>C [AR=

0.40%]; c.3305‐479T>G [AR=0.43%]; c.3856‐1054G>C [AR=0.54%]).

These variants were distributed throughout the gene, in several introns

(two variants in intron 6 and the others, respectively, mapping to introns

8, 10, 11, and 16) (Figure 3). Overall, Patient 5 harbored a total of 69

DNMs (61 SNVs and 8 indels), which was in the expected range given the

father's age at conception (Figure S4). Therefore, these results were in

favor of a mutational cluster specifically localized in the NIPBL gene.

Among these 6 NIPBL variants, only one (NM_133433.3:c.869‐640G>C,

F IGURE 3 Assessment of de novo deep intronic NIPBLmutation in patient 5. (a) Distribution of the 6 intronic variants along the NIPBLmRNA
in patient 5. GenomePaint (St. Jude Cloud; https://genomepaint.stjude.cloud/) has been used for this representation. (b) Splicing predictions.
According to MaxEntScan, NNSPLICE, GeneSplicer and SpliceSiteFinder‐like tools available in the Alamut visual software, the variant is
predicted to affect splicing by creating a new splice acceptor site leading to a theoretical neo‐exon. The black arrow shows the variant. The
splice acceptor and donor site used are surrounded by a black square. The grey double arrow symbolizes the new exon potentially synthesized.
(c) Schematic representation of the splicing alteration responsible for the creation of a new aberrant exon between exon 8 and exon 9. (d)
Migration of RT‐PCR products on agarose gel showing the presence of an extra band in the patient, compared to two controls (CT1 and CT2).
This band migrates at approximately 320 bp. (e) Sashimi plots following the alignment of RNA‐seq reads on IGV showing abnormal NIPBL
splicing in patient 5 relative to a control. mRNA, messenger ribonucleic acid
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intron 8, absent from gnomAD) showed strong predictions of effect on

splicing, with a predicted creation of a new splice acceptor site (ClinVar

Submission SUB10575921). The spliceAI tool predicted an acceptor

gain with a Δ score of 0.83. Together with predictions of cryptic donor

sites in the surrounding regions in both mutant and WT contexts, we

hypothesized a possible creation of a neo‐exon at position

chr5:36975240_36975335 (Figure 3). We performed RNA‐seq from

the proband's whole blood collected in a PAXgene tube. Following RNA‐

seq, NIPBL analysis of aligned reads showed the presence of abnormal

splice products mapping to intron 8 at the expected positions, showing

the inclusion of the predicted 95‐bp novel exon (Figure 3), with aberrant

junctions to exon 8 and exon 9, respectively. In RNA‐seq data, 6 junctions

supported the existence of the neo‐exon (1 between exon 8 and the neo‐

exon and 5 between neo‐exon and exon 9), compared to 29 normal exon

8—exon 9 junctions and we could not observe any aberrant splice

junction in the surrounding regions of the other de novo mutations

identified in the other NIBPL introns. The exonized intronic sequence is

out of frame and results in a premature stop codon within the exonized

sequence (r.868_869ins95, p.Gly291fs*3). The neo‐exon inclusion was

further confirmed by RT‐PCR and cDNA sequencing (Figure 3 and

Figure S3.B). Unfortunately, there was no SNV in the NIPBL coding

sequence, thus precluding the assessment of allele specific expression.

4 | DISCUSSION

Following the selection of 5 patients with a classic‐CdLS presentation

and negatively screened for the known genes, WGS analysis ended

up with a probable genetic cause in all 5 patients. Nevertheless, these

selected patients may not represent all patients negatively screened

for CdLS genes and it is unlikely that WGS would provide such a high

diagnostic rate using broader inclusion criteria. Follow‐up analyses on

additional patients, using less stringent inclusion criteria, may lead to

a lower diagnostic rate and a higher number of variants of unknown

significance. Interestingly, among the 5 (likely) pathogenic de novo

variations, 3 were coding and are hence theoretically detectable by

simplex or trio‐based ES, and 2 were noncoding, highlighting one of

the inputs of WGS as compared to ES.

The analysis of noncoding regions appears to be relevant, as an

increasing number of reports shows a noncoding cause of neurodevelop-

mental diseases, sometimes after years of diagnostic odyssey (Cassinari

et al., 2020; Labrouche‐Colomer et al., 2020; Wright et al., 2021). In our

study, we identified two different de novo intronic variants in two

patients, both predicted to result in the creation of a novel splice site. We

were able to confirm the pathogenicity of these variants by RNA‐seq and

RT‐PCR followed by Sanger sequencing. RNA‐seq was particularly useful

for the patient with multiple deep intronic variants, allowing a global view,

compared to targeted RT‐PCR procedures.

Overall, deep intronic variants creating a frameshift neo‐exon are

a classic disease‐causing mechanism, albeit extremely rarely reported

in Mendelian disorders. It has been described for example in the

DMD gene where the inclusion of a pseudo‐exon was responsible

of a milder Becker's muscular dystrophy phenotype (Cummings

et al., 2017). We could find only one example in CdLS (Rentas

et al., 2020), where the patient was diagnosed with moderate–severe

CdLS and had abnormal NIPBL splicing with inclusion of a novel exon

within intron 21 sequence that was expected to introduce a

premature stop codon. The increased access to WGS in the clinic

will certainly unveil a larger number of similar situations.

Of note, RNA‐seq was used here sequentially after WGS. It is still

unclear whether combined use of RNA‐seq plus WGS is a more

efficient approach than sequential use (Cummings et al., 2017;

Gonorazky et al., 2019; Kremer et al., 2018; Murdock et al., 2021).

Integrating RNA‐seq withWGS resulted in additional cases with clear

diagnosis in a recent study, with an overall diagnostic rate going from

31% without RNA‐seq to 38% with RNA‐seq contribution (Lee

et al., 2020). Moreover, 18% of all genetic diagnoses returned

required RNA‐seq to determine variant causality. The contribution of

RNA‐seq has also been highlighted recently in molecular diagnostics

of rare genodermatoses (Saeidian et al., 2020) and rare muscle

disorders with an overall diagnostic rate of 35% (Cummings

et al., 2017). Our results, albeit in a small series of patients, suggest

that a sequential use may provide a cost‐effective strategy, although

likely increasing the delay to patient report.

It is worth noting that Patient 5 displays a spatial aggregation of 6

intronic DNMs in the NIPBL sequence, including one that we considered

as the cause of the disorder through its effect on splicing. While the

mechanism associated with such an aggregation remains unclear, we

hypothesize that all these variants occurred on the same parental

haplotype on a single multihit event or sequence. Unfortunately, no

polymorphisms could be identified nearby the variants to phase them.

Long‐read sequencing would be necessary to further study this

hypothesis. The increase of de novo mutations in specific gene areas,

also called clustered mutations or kataegis, is a recently discovered

phenomenon observed in many models, both in cancers and in the

germline genome, and is imperfectly elucidated at the biological level

(Chan & Gordenin, 2015). It has been defined as more than five or six

mutations in a range of 1000 bp of the human genome. Particular

mutational patterns have been observed within these clusters, including

C>G transversions and a role for CpG islands (The BRIDGES Consortium

et al., 2018), however the limited number of variants in our patient

precluded the identification of a specific mutational pattern. Some

epigenetic marks are also associated, such as H3K36me3 nucleosome

methylation or chromatin opening measured by DNase sensitivity.

Different observations have incorporated a role for sex and age of the

transmitting parent (Goldmann et al., 2016; Jónsson et al., 2017).

Although not falling into the definition of kataegis, Patient 1 also

harbored three DNM within the SPEN gene, including one pathogenic

variant, without any enrichment in DNM overall either (Figure S4).

In addition to deep intronic DMN, our results also highlight three

genes which were not usually considered as differential diagnoses

until now, POU3F3, SPEN, and TAF1. They do not belong to the

spectrum of cohesinopathies and are thus not included in our gene

panel. Phenotypic features associated with these differential diag-

noses overlapped with that of CdLS albeit with not very specific

clinical signs, such as DD/ID, behavioral disorders, eating disorders
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and microcephaly. Dysmorphic features associated with these

conditions include synophris, arched eyebrows, short nose with

anteverted nostrils, prominent philtrum, and hirsutism, hence also

overlapping with CdLS. These three diagnoses highlight the difficulty

of establishing a clinically solid diagnosis based solely on the patient's

phenotype, even when the phenotype appears to be very specific.

Previous publications of ES in patients with suspected CdLS also

revealed variants in genes not involved in the cohesin complex, e.g.,

ZMYND11, MED13L, and PHIP, responsible for so‐called CdLS‐like

phenotypes (Aoi et al., 2019). These results underline, on one hand,

the interest to propose additional genetic analyses in patients

without a confirmed diagnosis after gene panel sequencing, and, on

the other hand, some limits to phenotype‐first approaches.

To consider the description of novel differential diagnosis

genes, even in so‐called classic‐CdLS presentations, it should be

discussed either (i) to successively add new CdLS genes and

differential diagnoses to gene panels, as they are identified, and

thus to resequence patients without a confirmed molecular

diagnosis on the first versions of the panel, or (ii) to move towards

a second‐line WGS or ES strategy. This second strategy seems to

be the best one, from a cost‐effectiveness and clinical manage-

ment point of view, given the increasing accessibility of ES/WGS.

This approach also allows a reasonable amount of targeted genetic

tests in a context of increasing number of ID genes described. Until

recently, WGS was mainly accessible for research purposes due to

its cost and the amount of data generated. Very–high‐throughput

genomic sequencing platforms are being made accessible in a

medical setting in growing number of countries, allowing an easier

access to genomic medicine. However, one should remind that, in

CdLS, because of the existence of mosaic NIPBL mutations, gene

panel sequencing remains essential as a first‐tier analysis. Some of

the mosaics are indeed not detectable by ES or WGS methods

because of too low depth of coverage. Thus, it seems important to

propose CdLS gene sequencing on salivary or skin samples as a

first line to patients presenting a suggestive phenotype, especially

those with a typical phenotype, before proceeding to a genome‐

wide analysis.

In conclusion, using trio‐based WGS in highly selected patients,

we have identified the genetic cause in 5/5 clinically‐diagnosed CdLS

patients with negative gene panel sequencing. Of them, we highlight

(i) two genes, POU3F3, SPEN, the pathogenic variants of which being

associated with CdLS‐like phenotypic features, but also confirm that

TAF1 can be a differential diagnosis gene of CdLS (Cheng et al., 2020),

and (ii) two cases of likely pathogenic deep intronic variants in NIPBL

generating novel exons leading to a frameshift. Our data show WGS

potential to diagnose unsolved patients with clinical suspicion

of CdLS.
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